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Future Targets
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ESC/EAPCI strategic pillars

▪ Research
▪ Education
▪ Congresses & Publications
▪ Advocacy
▪ Membership
EAPCI assets

CONGRESSES
- EAPCI/PCR Fellows Course

PUBLICATIONS

EDUCATION
- Core Curriculum /Certification exam

INITIATIVES
- EAPCI Atlas
- Patient Focus Initiatives
If I am elected I intend:

▪ To promote investigator-driven clinical research under the umbrella of EAPCI on topics of general interest for the interventional cardiology community by establishing research grants, facilitating collaborative network, supporting collaborations with the EORP;

▪ To improve systematic data collection on EU interventional cardiology practice. The EAPCI Atlas should extend to all ESC Counties in order to become a powerful and independent statistical tool informing on whether and how innovations in therapies are taken up by the community;

▪ To support collaborations between EAPCI and other ESC associations aimed at facilitating cross-disciplinary innovations in interventional tools and therapies.
If I am elected I intend:

▪ To enhance the training opportunities for young interventional cardiologists by securing an ever increasing number of EAPCI educational grants;

▪ To promote a common European educational platform by actively involving the National Cardiac Societies or Working Groups of interventional cardiology in the development/endorsement of the EAPCI core curriculum in interventional cardiology;

▪ To boost the widespread adoption of the EAPCI certification;

▪ To experience novel digital educational models in interventional cardiology.
CONGRESSES & PUBLICATIONS

If I am elected I intend:

- To consolidate the 2 EAPCI world-leading congresses, EuroPCR and PCR London Valve, by actively promoting innovative sessions, increasing the role of National Cardiac Societies or Working Groups of interventional cardiology, contributing to the renovation of the faculty by supporting highly motivated young European interventional cardiologists;

- To support the EAPCI fellows’ course by preserving the independence of the young interventional cardiologists in identifying their educational needs, to secure financial sustainability as well as by offering broader opportunity of attendance;

- To support the EAPCI official journal, Eurointervention, and the PCR/EAPCI Textbook on Interventional Cardiology.
If I am elected I intend:

- To support EAPCI initiatives aimed at granting patients broader access to cardiovascular interventions like Valve-for-Life;

- To promote a more active role of patients in interventional cardiology by increasing their awareness with public campaign, by standardizing the information provided before and after the interventional procedures, by monitoring patient’s satisfaction of the care received;

- To initiate novel programs aimed at reducing inequalities or barriers to the interventional cardiology practice by supporting female physicians willing to become interventional cardiologists, by providing training opportunities specifically directed to physicians from low-income EU countries, by sustaining temporarily ill interventional cardiologists.
MEMBERSHIP

If I am elected I intend:

▪ To boost membership by increasing EAPCI visibility at National level, by raising enthusiasm in the ongoing activities, by improving the value and benefits deriving from becoming EAPCI members.